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9CHAPTER II
METHOD
Subjects
The subjects in this experiment vrere 172 intrcductory psychology
students at the University of Massachusetts who received course credit
for their participation.
Desif^n
The study employed a3x2x2x2 before-after design involving
three response sets ( role-plajdng, communicating and passive reception),
proattitudinal vs. coxinterattitudinal message, high vs^, la-: communi-
cator credibility, and message contents advocating special or general
education. All manipulations and measurements were accamr^lished vdthin
a single experimental session. Equal numbers of Ss were randomly
assigned to receive the three resr^onse sets, high or low credibility
sources, and messages advocating special or general education. Because
Ss' own positions on the attitudinal issue viere not kno'-m to the ex-
perimenter -until the session was completed, the identity and number
of Ss forvhom the message was pro-and counterattitudinal were not
experimentally controlled.
Procedure
Subjects participated in groups ranging in size from 3 to 11,
Within a groun Ss were randomly selected to receive one of 12 booklets
designed to accomplish the experimental manipulations and to elicit
responses pertinent to the hj'potheses cited above.
10
Ex-oerimental booklets
All booklets contained the following sections:
Premeasure of aUl^: Four statements, two favoring special
and two favoring general education, were used (see Appendix A). Ss
V7ero instructed to rate each item on a 6 point agree-disagree
continuuiTi.
Manipulation of comunicator credibrMtv. An introduction to
the communication followed the pretest of attitude. In the hif^h
credibility condition the author of the coromunication was referred
to as Dr. Montgomery, a highly reputed educator from the University
of Chicago who had vrritten a report as a result of three years of
investigation. In the low credibility condition the author of the
communication was referred to as Mr. Montgomery, a high school prin- •
cipal, who had :7ritten a report as a request for a grant to start
a college.
Manipulation of res-'onse set ; The introduction to the message
told Ss that they were to read the message and do one of the follovTing:
In the role-plai'-lng condition Ss i%^ere told tliey were to take part
in a debate idth another student and defend the point of view advocated
by the message. In the communicating condition Ss were told that
they were to tell another student about the contents of the message.
In the passive reception condition Ss vrere told to read the message
and react to it.
Message contents ; Messages advocated either special or general
education. Each message contained six paragraphs and ^00-^+50 words.
All argicnents in a message supported a single point of view.
11
After having 3 minutes to read the message, Ss turned to a section
of the booklet designed to elicit responses indicative of their reactions
to the communication they had received.
Response measures; Immediately after reading the communication
Ss were asked to wite down ideas concernin-^ the special vs. general
education issue. They were told that such ideas might be supportive
and/or critical of one or both sides of the issue. After they listed
their thoughts, Ss were asked to rate each of their recorded ideas
on a 6 point scale ranging from very favorable to general education
to very favorable to special education. After listing and rating
their thoughts on the issue, Ss turned to a page containing 10 state:nents
about the issue of special vs. general education. (Statements were
taken from the Greenwald study.) Ss' first ratings indicated whether
they believed the statement favored special or general education and
the second rating indicated the validity Ss attributed to the statement
(see Appendix A). After reading the 10 statements, Ss were asked
questions pertaining to: 1) the position advocated by the communication;
2) the validity of the arguments in the communication; 3) the wortli-
ness of the recommendations in the message, and; k) the objectivity
of the communicator. They v;ere also asked to rate the communicator
on five 6 point semantic differential scales (see Appendix A).
Post measure of attitude ; Finally, all Ss responded once more
to the attitude scales that had been administered earlier as a pre-
measure.
12
Distribution of subje^ct^amonj^jbr
^^ cate°;orlG5
Table I reports the nimiber of usable subjects receiving each
of the 2^ treatments. Cell frequencies are unequal because the
experimenter was unable to determine whether a message would be oro-
or counterattitudinal for a ST^ecific subject, and because the data
for several Ss were eliminated from the analysis. Data for a subject
were eliminated if he did not complete the booklet or if he incorrectly
reported the point of view advocated by the message.
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
The data obtained from the questionaires were analyzed in tv;o
ways. First, analysis of variance for unequal cell frequences was
performed. Secondly, several correlation matrices were obtained for
all subjects in the experiment, or for all subjects in a specific
treatment catej^ory.
Three types of results will be reported.
1) Results pertaining to the hypotheses advanced in the introduction
section.
2) Results pertaining to Greenwald's work on role-r;laying and the
oponmindedness of the counterattitudinal role-player.
3) Rosu!).ts pertaining to Feather's work on selective recall of
argximents favorin.f^ or opposing one's oreferred or nonr^referred ^oint
of viev7.
Results Pertaining- to Hypotheses
The first part of Hypothesis One predicts that the content
of cognitive resnonses to communication during and immediately after
receivin,^ the communication will be more favorable (pro-communication)
under role-playing instructions than under co^-jnunieating or passive
reception conditions. Thus there should be a main effect of '^set"
on the content of cor^nitive responses. The content of cognitive res-
ponses was measured in two ways. Cno measure was the average of the
ratin^^s subjects gave to the ideas they had written concerning the
specialized-general education issue. (A 6 point scale was used with
15
6 meaning the subject judged the idea to be very favorable to
specialized education.) The second measure was the T^roportion of
the ideas wi^itten by subjects that they judged to favor the view ad-
vocated by the message. The sets (role-.laying. communicating, passive
reception) received by subjects did not have a main effect on the
first of these measures. Kox-:ever, a main effect of set was found
on the r^roportion of message-supr^orting ideas. The mean rro-ortions
for the three conditions wore
.62,
.59, M (F=:^.65; p<.01) res-
pectively. The means of role-olaying and coronunicating sets were
significantly greater than that of the passive rece-tion set by a t
test (r><.0005). The means of the role-playing and cormnunicatin-
conditions were not significantly different from one another.
Sets and messages (pro-srecialization message vs. pro-general
education message) had a significant interaction effect on subjects'
ratings of the ideas they had written .(F=5.3^; p<.ol). These results
are reportexd in Table 2. Under role-playing and communicating sets
subjects judged their ideas to favor the view advocated by the message;
for both sets the ratings by subjects receiving the specialized message
are significantly different from those who received the general message
(t=4.00; p<^.01 for the role-rlaying set and t=3.l8; o <^.01 for the
com.munieating set). The mean ratings of subjects with role-nlaying
set were significantly more su^-^r ortive of the message than were those of
subjects with a passive recertion set {t=k,6k; p^^.OOl for special
message, t=6.20; r><^.001 for general message). The difference between
communicating and T:assive recorition conditions was also significant
16
TABLE 2
Subjects' Ratinss of Their Own Ideas Cone
Education
erning Specialized-General
Sets
Role-play
Massacre Received By Subjects
Special Education General Education
4.03 2.87
Communicating 4.01 2.99
Passive Reception 3.41 3.52
TABLE 4
Proportion of Kes sage-Supporting Ideas V-ritten By Subjects After
Reading the Message
Role-Flay Communicating Passive Reception
•62
.59 .h7
TABLE 3
Subjects Ratings of Their Chen Ideas Concerning Specialized
-General
Fducation
Source of Variance df
Response Set 2 0.537
Pro-vs, counterattitudinal Message 1 0,353
High-Low Credibility 1 0.22^
Special-General Message 1 17.608*
Response set x Pro-cotinter-
attitudinal Message 2 0.339
Response set x High-Low
Credibility 2 1.376
Response set x Srsecial-General
Message ' 2 5-3^0*'
Pro-ccrunterattitudinal Message x
High-Low Credibility 1 0.355
Pro-counterattitudinal Message x
ST5ecial-C-eneral Message 1 ^-.0^3*
High-Low Credibility x Special-
General Message 0.230
* p < .001
** p ^ .01
TABLE 5
Proportion of Kessage-Supportin^ Ideas Written By Subjects Aft
Reading the- Message
er
Source of Variance df
Resoonse Set
^•651*
Pro^vst counterattitudinal Message
High-Low Credibility 0.0^-7
Special-aeneral Message
Response Set x Pro-counter-
attitudinal Message
Response Set x High-Low
Credibility
Response Set x Special-General
Message
Pro-counterattitudinal Message x
High-Low Credibility
0.428
1,085
0,293
0.595
0.001
Pro-counterattitudinal Message x
Special-General Message 1.699
High-Low Credibility x Special-
General Message 0.026
* P -05
** p .001
TABLE 6
Amount of Attitude Chanse In Direction of Message
Source of Variance df p
Response Set 2 ^
Pro-vs. counterattitudinal Kcssaj^e 1 1.788
High-Low Credibility 1 q^q-j^^
Special-General l«5essago 1 0;0l6
Response Set x Fro-counter-
attitudinal Message 2 0,522
Response Set x High-Low
Credibility 2 0.105
Response Set x Special-General
Message 2 2.3^^2
Pro-countorattitudinal Message x
High-Low Credibility ' 1 0.009
Fro-countorattitudinal Message x
Special-:- oneral Message 1 0.002
High-Low Credibility x Special-
General Message 1 0,623
20
TABLE 7
Attitude Chanp-e
Role-Play Communicating Passive Recention
High Credibility
.28
.11
.11
Low Credibility
.24
.13 ,21
21
(t=1.71; P<. 05 for special message and t=1.60; p> . 05 for general
message). The results reported above partially support the first
part of Hypothesis One.
Analysis indicates that the correlations between subjects'
previous attitudes and their ratings of their
.ost-message ideas are
A5, Al and
.53 for role-T,laying
, communicating and massive rece->tion
sets. All correlations are significantly different from zero at the
.01 level, but the differences among the correlations fail to reach
sigrdficance. As seen m Table 5 there is a strong Pro vs. counter,
attitudinal message effect on the .^rooortion of message-sur.r.ortin-
ideas put dovm by subjects (.?0 and AZ as seen in Table 14). Cor-
relational data also shox^ that the correlations between preattitude
and subjects' ratings of their ovm ideas concerning the issue is
higher (r=.64) if the message is proattitudinal and lower (r=.31) if
the message is counterattitudinal. All this evidence seems to indicate
that one's own initial ooinion concerning an issue is most influential
in determining the content of ideas iDroduced about the issue.
The second oart of the first hypothesis
-redicts that the content
of cognitive responses will be more suTonortive of the received
communication under coiinterattitudir^l role-rlaying than under the
counterattitudinal
-massive reception condition; i.e. a subject whose
o\m position is against the one advocated by the message will put
down ideas more sur-ricrtive of the message if he has received role-
plajdng instructions than if he has received ^-assive recer^tion ins-
tructions. This prediction would be sur^-orted by a significant response
22
set X pro-counterattitudinal message interaction on the proportion
of message-suncorting ideas recorded, and by a message x resr^onse
set X pro-counter interaction on ratings of ideas recorded after
reading the communication. Neither of these interactions vms
significant. Thus, the second part of Hynothesis One was not suor^orted.
The first cart of H;yTDothesis IVo predicts that the influence
of communicator credibility on attitude change and communicator eva-
luation will be less under role-T)laying conditions than under t;assive
rece-tion conditions. This imT)lies a significant interaction effect
of res'-onse set and cotnmunicator credibility on the amount of attitude
change, and on each of several measures of communicator evaluation.
Ko significant interaction effects v/ere found on the amount of attitude
change as measured by the difference between pre- and post attitude
measures. However, analyses of communicator evaluation measures
partially suo-ort the hyTi5othesis.
Several measures of evaluation were used.
1) r>aluation of communicator ; This measure was the mean of the
ratings given the communicator on five 6-T50int semantic differential
items (see Apnendix A).
2) Weighted evaluation of communicator ; Thsi measure was obtained
by multiolying the average evaluation of the communicator on the
semantic differential items by the nerceived extremity? of the message
advocated by the communicator, (A message which was rercoived to
be very much in favor of a rosition had a weight of 3 and one
perceived to be slightly in favor of a position was given a weight
23
of 1.)*
3) Worthiness of communicator ; Subjects ans.^ered the question ''how
seriously should the recommendations of the message be taken" on a
six point scale rangin^^ from '*ver:^^ seriously'^ to "they are not worth
payinp; much attention",
^) Kessa^^e validity ; Subjects answered the question "how valid
did you think the arguments used in the message vjere" on a six point
scale ranging from "very valid" to "very invalid".
5) Weir^hted message validity : This measure v:as obtained by multi-
plying;, the rating of message validity by the perceived extremity of
the message advocated by the communicator,*
As can be seen from ''i'ables 8 and 9i similar set x credibility
interactions were obtained for each of the above measures. For all
measures a low credibility communicator was rated higher than the
high credibility ccnimunicator in the role-playing condition. In
communicating and passive recention conditions the high credibility
communicator was rated higher than the low credibility corraaunicator
,
but the difference between the ratings of the two communicators were
not significant for most measures. The high prestige communicator
was rated significantly lower on measures 1 and 2 in the communicating
than in role-playing condition (t=2,5; P<.01» t=2.5; p<.01),
while the l(y\^ credibility communicator was rated significantly lower
on measures 1 and 2 in the communicating than in role-playing
Measures 2 and 5 were obtained because it vjas felt that the judged
extremity of the message was important for the evaluation of the
message.
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TABLE 9
F Values For Response Set x Credibility Interaction Effects
Measures p
Evaluation of Communicator
^.929*
Weighted Evaluation of Communicator J^,508*=*
Worthiness of Communicator
^ , , 3«^75**
Message Validity
• 3.5^1**
Weighted Message Validity 3.620**
* p <; oi
** p . .05
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(t=2.78: p<.01, t=2.70; p<.01). Thus, the results in general
show that in the role.play condition the high credibility eor™„ni=ator
is not poroeivod as more effective than the 1» credibility co«u-
nicator; if anj^hing. he is perceived as doinj a poorer job than
tho low credibility co«unicator. In the cor^micating and passive
reception conditions the high credibility comunicator is seen in
a considerably more favorable light than he is seen in role-alaying
conditions.
The second part of Hyr^othesis 1^-:o predicts a resoonse set x
credibility of commui^icator x pro-counterattitudinal message inter-
action; i.e. that the influence of communicator credibility will be
greatest in counterattitudinal passive reception condition and
least under counterattitudinal role-playing condition. No such in-
teraction was found on any of the measures. The only result that
was indirectly supportive of the second part of Hja^othesis T^^o x^ras
the fact that bein- pro or con had no effect on the weighted evalu-
ation of the communicator in role-playing and communicatins conditions,
while the communicator in the pro-message conditions was rated sig-
nificantly higher than the communicator in nasslve reception condition
(t=3.l4; p<,005). It was foimd that the ratings of the author of
the proattitudinal message were significantly higher in passive re-
ception than in the communicating and role-nlay conditions (t=2.07;
P<.025). Tho ratings of the author of the counterattitudinal message
were lower in the passive reception condition than in the role-play
condition, but tho differences did not reach significance (1:^1.5).
27
Results Pertaining to the Greenwald Study
Some results were obtained supporting the premise that instruc-
tions to rols-rlay predispose the subject to favor statements in a
message supporting the view he is to advocate. Two measures were
employed to assess the degree to x^hich subjects favored statements
supporting the message as opposed to statements opposing the messa,2;e.
Both measures \iere based on reactions to 10 statements in Greenwald^s
study
:
1) Average ratings of the validity of st^t^mrintc; f.nvnT^ing the messaee
minus the averaore ratings of statements o-posinrr the message ; This
measure was obtained by subtracting the average ratings of statements
judged by the subjects to oppose the message from the averaze ratings
of statements judged to favor it.
2) V/eip:hted validity o^ statements favoring the message minus the
weighted validity of statements orposing the messap-e: To obtain this
measure a value from +3 to -3 v:as assigned to each statement according
to whether the statement was rated by the subiect as supporting the
point of view advocated by the message. Thus a statement judged -as
very much in favor of special education had a value of +3 and one
judged as very much in favor of general education had a value of -3.
A 6-point valid-invalid scale was assigned values of +3 to -3. The
algebraic sum of the values obtained by multiplying extremity ratings
by validity ratings made up the second measure.
As Table 11 shows, both measures indicate that statements judged
as favoring the messa^re v;ero belived to be more valid under role-
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TABLE 12
Average Judged Validity of General Statements
Role-Playing Coiiunurdeating Passive Reception
Special Message 3.55 Z^.O? 3,59
General Message k,Z3 3. 81 3,81
TABLE 13
Number of Arguments Written Py Subjects After Reading the I'es
Rolo-^layin^ Communicating Passive Rece^otion
Pro-
attitudinal
Kessage 7.60 5.12 8.46
Counter-
attitudinal
Message 7.5O 7./j4 7. 18
playins instructions than under comunicating and passive reception
conditions. The difference between role-play and cormnunicating con-
ditions was significant for both measures (ts=1.71; p<.05). The
difference between role-r^lay and nassivo reception, and bet-:een
communicating and passive recention were not significant.
Another result sunportive of the assertion that role-nlavin^
instructions predis-ose subjects to favor statements consistent t.dth
the message is seen in Table 12. It was found that the judged vali-
dity of statements supr^orting general education was significantly
greater if the message advocated general education than if it ad\^o-
cated special education. No significant differences were found bet-
ween coiomunicatin;: and passive rece-.tion conditions.
One related finding pertaining to cognitive responses to
messages after receiving role-^-laying, communicating or rassive
recertion instructions is seen in Table 13 which rerorts the number
of arguments recorded after reading the message. Table 13 shows
that in the role-relaying condition there was no significant
difference in the number of arguments recorded after recei'ang a pro-
or counterattitudinal message. In the coimnunieating condition ha;ever,
significantly more arguments were recorded by subjects vrho expected
to communicate a counterattitudinal message than by subjects who
exoected to communicate a rroattitudinal message (t=2.76; p<;^.01).
In the passive rece-^tion condition more arguments were listed after
receiving a proattitudinal message, but the difference was not
significant.
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Results Fertainin:'; to Feather's Stttdy
Table 1^ shews the main effects of receiving a pro-or counter-
attitudinal raessage on 1) the content of ideas listed after reading
the message, 2) differential reactions to 10 statements favorinr
both sides of the issue, and 3) evaluation of the communication and
communicator. It seems that people tend to list more ideas favoring
a message if they a?ree vrith the advocated r)oint of view. They also
evaluate the message and its author more favorably if they a^ree vdth
- the advocated point of view. Table 15 shows the significant inter-
actions of message content vdth pro-or counterattitudinal message.
It is foujid that the content of arrximents listed by subjects receiving
message supporting different sides of the issue are significantly
different only if they receive a .proattitudinal message (t=8,00;
p<'.001). There vias no significant difference in the content of
arguments listed by subjects receiving different counterattitudinal
messages. The same pattern is seen in judgments of statements favoring
one's preferred or non-preferred side of the issue. After receiving
a proattitudinal message subjects judged statements agreeing with
their own point of view to be significantly more valid than those
opposing their ovm point of view. No significant differences in the
rated validity of statements was found after a counterattitudinal
raessage. Lastly, the post attitudes of subjects receiving pro-
attitudinal messages depended uoon v:hother the message favored
sr^ecialized or generalized education (t=: 10.50; p<.000l) v:hile
those of subjects receiving counterattitudinal messages did not.
TABLE 1^
Several Response Measures 5>ho\n.ng Main Effects of
Fro-counterattitudinal Message
Measures Proattitudinal Counterattitudinal
Message Message
Prooortion of Message
Supporting Ideas L?.sted
,70 ,42
Message Validity 4,76 4,10
V/eighted Message Validity 12,87 10.28
Nmbor of Valid Arguments 2.52 2.32
Weighted Niomber of Valid
Arguments 6,66 5.82
Worthiness of Coraraunicator 4,34 3.86
Weighted Wortliiness of
Coinmunicator 11.75 9.95
Validity of Special Statements 3.85 3.45
Average Validity of Statements
Favoring Message - Average Validity
Of Statements Ctoposing >'essage 1,05 -•59
Weighted Validity of Statements
Favoring Message - ;\,'eighted
Validity of Statements Opposing 10.43 -5.80
Message
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TABLE 16
Perce-;tion of Position Suo-orted By Ten Greenwald Statements*
Proattitudinal Counterattitudinal
Message Message
Special Message 3.57 3.^5
General Message 3.38 3^Zj.y
Six-point scale, 6 meaning very much in favor of sr^ecial education
»
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Another finding of interest is seen in Table 16. The content
of the message received by subjects seems to have influenced the per-
ception of the position su -sorted by 10 Greenwald statements only
when the message was '^roattitudinal (t=10.00; o .001). IsTien
the message x^as counterattitudinal, there was no effect of message
content on the perception of Greenwald' s statements.
Table 1? reports correlations between different measures for
subjects who received oro-and counterattitudinal messages. The first
three lines of the table show that correlations of rreattitude x-dth
(a) subjects' ratings of their ovm ideas concerning the issue, (b)
their judgments of ten statements on the special-general continuum
and (c) their validity ratings of statements sui-r-orting s-^ecial
education are significantly higher when the message is T^roattitudinal
than when the message is counterattitudinal. The difference between
correlations of preattitude and the rated validity of general statements
in rro-and counterattitudinal conditions reveals the same tendency
but fails to reach significance. Following the same Pattern, corre-
lations between subjects' ratings of their own ideas and (a) judgments
of the 10 statements, (b) perception of message, and, (c) validity
of special statements are significantly higher in the r.roattitudinal
message condition. The correlation between subjects' ratings of their
ox-m ideas and the judged validity of general statements is also
higher in the pro than in the counterattitudinal message condition,
but this difference fails ±o reach significance. The multiple
correlations in Table 18 show that when the message is ^roattitudinal
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TABLE 17
Correlations Between Several ResiDonse Feasures InFro and Counterattitudinal Message Conditions
Measures Froattitudinal Counterattitudinal z Value
V-
^ ,
Kessage Message
Preattitude and Subjects'
Ratings of Their Cwn Ideas ,6k-
.31 2 93*
Preattitude and Perception
Of Position Supported Bj'-
Ten Greenwald Statements ,28
-.09 1.93**
Freattitude and Validity of
Special Statements
,50
.33 2,20***
Prcattitude and Validity of
General Statements
-.51
-.36 1 37
Subjects' Ratings of Their
Ovon Ideas and PerceDtion of
Position SuTDDorted By Ten
Greenwald Statements
,3^ -.07 2.86*
Subjects' Ratings of Their
Own Ideas and Validity of
Special Statements
,56 .33 1.93
Subjects' Ratings of Their
Cn-m Ideas and Validity of
General Statements
-.5I
-.36 1,20
Subjects* Ratings of Their
Own Ideas and Perception of
Position Supported By Message
.69 -,06 2.5^**
* p <.01
** p ^ .06
***
.05
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TABLE 18
KultiplG Correlations of Several ResT)cnse Keasiores By Preattitude
and Subjects' Ratings of Their Own Ideas In Fro and Counterattitudinal
Message Conditions
Proattitudinal Counterattitudinal
Message Message
Perception of Position
Supported By Ten Statements
.92
.10
Validity of Special
Statements
,91 -j.^
Validity of General
Statements
.88
.17
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TABLE 19
Partial Correlations
Counterattitudinal
Message
.26
Validity of Special Statements
By rreattitude With Subjects*
Ratings of Their Ovm Ideas
Partialed Out
.22 .26
Measures Froattitudinal
Message
Validity of Special Statements
By Subjects* Ratinr^s of Their
Ovjn Ideas with Freattitude
Partialed Out
,33
Preattitudo By Ratinf^s of Ideas
With Validity of S'oecial
Statements Partialed Out
.50 .23
Validity of General Statements
With Ratings of 0\m Ideas xd.th
Preattitudo Partialed Out .2? .28
Validity of General Statements
By Freattitude vdth Ratings of
Own Ideas Partialed Out .2? .28
Freattitude By Ratings of Ideas
with Validity of General
Statements Partialed Oat .51 ^21
Judgment of Ten Statements By
Ratings of Ideas >d_th Freattitude
Partialed Out .30 -.0^
Judgment of Ten Statements By
Freattitude With Ratings of Own
Ideas Partialed Out .08 -.0?
Freattitude By Ratings of 0\m
Ideas VJith Judgments Partialed
Out .83 .32
subjects' perception of the r^ositions supported by Greenvald's
statements and their judgments of validities of statements can be
predicted quite accurately from knowledge of the r)reattitude and
their ratings of their own ideas. But when the message is coun-
terattitudinal this is not the case.
Table 19 shows rartial correlations between meas\ires in Tables
1? and 18. It is seen that in the case of validity judgment of
special and general statements the partial correlations between
preattitude and subjects' ratings of their 0Tr?n ideas are not sig-
nificantly different in riro-and counterattitudinal message conditions.
In the case of perception of the rosition sur^'- orted by 10 Greenwald
statements the correlation of perception of statements with subjects'
ratings of their ox'jn ideas \-dth the effects of ^reattitude ;~artialed
out is significantly greater in ^nro than in counterattitudinal
condition. Partial correlations of rreattitude and subjects' rating's
of their arguments are consistently greater in proattitudinal
than in counterattitudinal condition on all three measiires.
la
CHAPTER r;
DISCUSSION
The primary aim of the study was to test two hypotheses derived
as an extention of Greenvrald
' s work on cognitive response analysis
of attitude change in role-nlaying situations. The secondary aim
of the study was to collect data r>ertaining to Greenwald^s work on
role-r.laying and Feather's work on selective recall of pro and coun-
terattitndinsl arg;uments.
Hypothesis One stated: 1) given that attitude chanf':e is mediated
by the content of cof^nitive responses to communication, the content
of these cognitive responses wall be more favorable (pro-communication)
under role-playing conditions than under communicating and nassive
recertion conditions, and that 2) the difference between the content
of cognitive responses v.dll be most marked for subjects assigned to
counterattitudinal message conditions. The data confirmed the first
part of Hyp>othesis One and did not surr>ort the second r^art. Evidence
sur^rorting the first rart of the hynothesis comes from two kinds of
findings. Firstly it was found that the proportion of message sup-
porting ideas written by subjects in role-rlaying and communicating
conditions was significantly greater than that in the rassive rece-^tion
condition. Secondly, subjects' ratings of their own ideas concerning
special-general education were significantly more in favor of the
message received in role-playing and communicating conditions than
in the nassive reception condition. In both cases role-playing and
communicating conditions were similar with resrect to the content
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of cognitive responses produced and significantly different from
passive reception condition.
Hypothesis Two stated: 1) the influence of communicator ere-
dibi]ity on attitude change and on evaluation of the communicator
xcill be less under role-'~>laying and communicating conditions than
under passive reception conditions, and that 2) these effects vill
be least under counterattitudinal role-playing conditions. The data
provided partial confirmation for the first part of the hyrothesis.
The second tart of the hyiJOthesis was not surnorted. In the role-
playing condition the high credibility communicator was evaluated
less favorably than the low credibility communicator. In the com-
municating and T^assive rece-tion conditions there was a slight ten-
dency to evaluate the high credibility compiunicator more favorably
than the low credibility communicator. The hy^-^othesis had rredicted
that the high credibility communicator would be rated significantly
higher than the low credibility communicator in rassive recention
condition but not in role-r.laying condition. Thus the findings are
opposite in direction to the hyrothesis.
Greenwald had found that counterattitudinal role-^rlayers eva-
luated statements favoring their r referred and nonpreferred side of
an issue as equally valid, while passive recipients evaluated statements
favoring their ovm point of view more favorably. -yoattitudinal role-
players tended to evaluate statements favoring the rreferred side
of the issue more favorably than those sunrorting the nonpreferred
side of the issue. Cur results failed to show the interaction effect
^3
of resr,onse set by r,ro vs. counterattitudinal message on evaluation
of statements. However, our results showed that subjects in the
role-relaying condition judgc-d message-suD sorting statements to be
more valid than mes sage-op- osing statements. This trend was sig-
nificantly greater for subjects in the role-relaying condition than
for subjects in the communicating condition; the difference between
role-playinf? and rassive reception conditions was not significant.
These results seem to or-cose Greenwald's findings in that they show
no interaction, the only significant difference in tendency to favor
mescage-su: '^orting ideas being that between role-rlaying and
communicating conditions.
Data on reactions to r-ro vs. counterattitudinal message su^-yort
Feather's finding of greater listing of T:.roattitudinal vs. counter-
attitudinal arguments. Ratings of message and evaluations of the
communicator were consistently more correlated T<d.th message content
when the message vras proattitudinal than when it was counterattitu-
dinal. Some results of interest were found in relation to v.ro and
counterattitudinal message. It was also found that subjects r^erceived
the 10 Greenwald statements as more sanportive of their o'.-m r oint
of view if they had rreviously been ex'-osed to a -roattitudinal mes-
sage. A counterattitudinal message had no effect on subjects' per-
ceptions of the cosition su^-^orted by 10 statements. Correlational
data tended also to indicate that the oro vs. counterattitudinal
character of the message mediated ratings of subjects' own ideas and
their perceptions of the position sur-orted by 10 greenwald statements
There are two kinds of findings in this study x^hich were not
predicted and need to be explained. One such finding is the fact
that under role-playing instructions the high credibility coTmnunicator
was evaluated less favorably than low credibility communicator. This
finding can be explained by essentially the same arguments that were
used to derive the first nart of the second hiy^othesis. It was argued
that under role-rlaying conditions subjects primarily paid attention
to content and evaluated the content as being equally mediocre for
both high and loi^ credibility sources. A high credibility source
would be seen as doing a roor job and a low credibility som-ce would be
seen as doing a better job by presenting the same content. In other
words, subjects rrobably expect a high credibility source to T^roduce
a stronger message than a low credibility source. Vlhen a high cre-
dibility source produces a mediocre message he is evaluated adversely,
whereas a low credibility source would not be.
It was argued that under passive recention conditions the cre-
dibility of the communicator would influence subjects' evaluations
of the message, and under rassive receT:tion conditions subjects would
not try to be objective and ser^arate the content from the source.
Consequently the usual effect of communicator credibility should be
manifested under the rassive recention conditions. As can be seen
from the above discussion two different kinds of resr)onsivity seems
to be or^erating under role-rlaying and Tnassive recer^tion conditions:
content oriented and source oriented.
The second set of findings that deviate from expectations concern
'^5
the fact that no response set x pro-counterattitudinal message inter-
action vas found, and also the fact that sublects in the passive
reception condition were not significantly less receptive to Tnessa-e-
supporting ideas than sub.iects in role-playin^- condition. The above
were failures to rei^licate Greenwald's findings. The reasons for
these findings can be sought in the different procedures cmr^loyed
in the two studies. Greenwald's study involved evaluating 10 statements
immediately after being assigned to a role-playing position or not
being so assigned. In the Tiresent study subjects received a nersu-
asive message and were asked to list counterarguments before they
were asked to evaluate the 10 I^reenwald statements. The difference
between role-playing and passive reception conditions in evaluating
message
-euTjportin-^: ideas may have been decreased by this change in
procedure. The difference in evaluation of messagf^-sunportin-^; state-
ments in the two conditions of this study does show the same tendency
as seen in Grcenwald study, but fails to reach significance.
.
Table 10 indicates that there is a tendency to evaluate messa-e-
supporting statements more positively in the role-nlaying proattitudinal
message condition, as was suggested by Greenwald findings. In coun-
terattitudinal message conditions more negative evaluation of message"
supporting ideas was seen in passive reception than in role-plajdng
condition. - These results show a tendency for the counterattitudinal
role-plaj'er to be more surnortive of message supporting statements
than the counterattitudinal passive recipient, Failiire to obtain
a significant response set by pro-counterattitudinal message interaction
ii6
was probably due to the fact that subjects in the counterattitudinal
passive recir^ient condition of this experiment were more favorable
to counterattitudinal statements than subjects in Greenwald's
experiment; the additional acts they performed might have induced
tliis greater favorability.
In the introduction it was argued that role-claying involves
1) communicating, and 2) trying to be convincing. If the fact that
one has to communicate rroduced results similar to those obtained
from rolc-playing it might be concluded that the role-playing effect
can be explained by a mental set to communicate. It is unfortunate
that the attitude change measiu'e in this experiment produced no
significant results. Other data suggest that the communicating
condition had effects similar to those of the role-nlaying condition on
measures related to the task of communicating (i.e. loronortion
of message-supoorting ideas, and subjects' ratings of their own ideas
concerning the issue). On the other hand, on measures of message and
communicator evaluation of message-suworting ideas and message validity,
the communicating condition is the one in which the most nei?ative
evaluations were obtained. Attitude change data also show z tendency
for communicating condition to cause the least attitude change.
Interpretation of this differential effect of the communicating
condition on different kinds of responses is highly soecuDative.
A tentative exnlanation is presented here in the following way. It
^7
is assumed that objects will derive more pleasure out of taking
part in a debate than in regurgutating the contents of a rather
dull message to a fellow student. Since the situation in this ex-
periment is one in which subjects had no choice in their assigned
roles those subjects who feel they got a bad deal (subjects in com-
municating condition)
-.all feel free to show their frustration by
derogating the message they have to relate. In the passive reception
condition subjects were merely asked to give their reactions to the
message, f.ince shoTd.ng reactions about a message is less boring than
giving a verbal report of the message, passive recipients had less
reason to feel frustrated and derogated the message less.
The finding that the content of ideas put down by subjects in
role-playing and communicating conditions v^ere similar is easily ex-
plained in view of the fact that subjects in the two conditions are asl
to perform essentially the same task of giving arguments supporting
one point of view and that putting down ideas suT^porting the point
of view they are to present helns them to be nrepared for the task.
The higher correlations between preattitude and subjects'
ratings of their oxvn ideas concerning the issue in proattitudinal
than counterattitudinal condition can be explained in the following
manner. Tem-^orally, the persuasive message rreceeds the vTiting of
ideas by subjects, so, it orobably has some kind of inf^luence on the
content of ideas nut dovjn. The influence of the message on the
content of ideas might be one of simrly sur>r)lying material to be
i^8
witten doim, or it might lead to a reorganization of subjects' ideas.
In the case of the proattitudinal message the arguments suprlied by
the messar::e are orobably more similar to those the subjects' own biases
might t)rorapt them to wite than in the counterattitudinal message
condition where the arguments su-nlied by the messaf^o o-rose the subjects'
o;,m biases.. If we assume that subjects make use of both their ot^
thoughts and those suggested by the message, greater variability in
content of ideas ^ut do\m i^ll occur in the case of the counter-
attitudinal message condition, and thus the correlation between the
perception of the position su'^norted by the ten statements and
subjects' ratings of their own ideas about the issue vn.ll be lower.
It might be said that subjects tend to assimilate the position taken
by statements to that by the message, which is reflected more by
ideas subjects nut doim in tDroattitudinal condition than in counter-
attitudinal condition.
»
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APPENDIX A
CPlraOK QUESTIONAIRE ON THE SPECULIZED VS. GENERAL EDUCATION ISSUE
Section I
The purpose of this study is to survey student opinions on the
issue of specialized vs. general college education. Recently there
has been much discussion of the issue and the university is interested
in finding student opinions and reactions to arguments in favor of
either side of the issue. We believe the student opinions collected
in this study id.ll be of value in future discussions concerning
policy on the issue. Now let us define the positions supporting the
two sides of the issue,
A position supporting specialiged college education would favor an
emphasis in the student's chosen field of study very early in the
college career, vdth a corresponding narrow exposure to other fields
of study. The aim is to train the student as comprehensively as
possible in his chosen field of study during his four years in college.
A position supporting general college education would stress the con-
cept of liberal arts education where the aim is to provide the student
with a broad exposure to many fields of study. In an educational
system based on the principle of general education a student might
or might not h^ve a major area. In any case, a high concentration
of courses in one area v;ould be discouraged, especially during the
early years of the college career.
First, we v/ould like you to complete a brief questionaire below.
Read each of the statements belaj and respond by indicating the ex-
tent of your agreement with each. Do this by checking one of the
blank spaces below each statements; check the one that best indicates
the extent of your agreement vdth the statement,
1, Without specialization starting early in college education, it
will be impossible to train the average student to fit into the highly
specialized positions of the future American society,
/ I I I I I I I I I I I
I strongly Agree Slightly Slightly Disagree Strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
2. Without a general education in his college years, the average
citizen is neither a contributor to nor a beneficiary of the rich
cultural opportunities of modern society.
/ I I I I I I / / I I I
I strongly Agree Slightly Slightly Disagree Strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
3* A specialized college education is to be preferred to a general
one*
/ I I I I I I I I I I /
I strongly Agree Slightly Slightly Disagree Strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
^. The proper course of higher education should be four years of
universal General education followed specialization in graduate
or professional school,*
/ 1 I 1 I I I I I I , I
I strongly Agree Slightly SUghtly Disagree Slightly
* This item was drorired from the analysis due to low correlations
with tho other three items.
Section TI*
The followine: coimunication was prepared by Dr. Montgomery, a
hif^hly reputed educator from the university of Chicago, as a resu.lt
of his investigation of the specialized vs. general education issue.
Itwas submitted to the national committee on education. The recom-
mendations in this report are based on three years of field research
on various university campuses \n.th varyin^^ systems. Please read
the report carefully paying attention to main points. Read it once
.
Do not take notes
.
You will be asked for your reactions to the report
later on. After the witten part of the experiment is over, you will
be asked to participate in a debate on the specialized vs. general
education issue with another student taking part in the experiment.
Each student will defend the point of view he is assigned to. You
\7±11 be defending specialized education
. The point of view you are
assigned to defend may or may not be your o\m point of vleu. Do your
best in defending it. The student you are going to be debating with
will be told that you, like himself, were arbitrarily assigned to
the point of view you xjill be defending, rather than having a choice
in the matter. The reason for having you take part in a debate is
to see how the point of view x^ll be received by your debating partner.
Stop, wait for signal to go on to next page
* This is the introduction to the message in conditions role-playing,
high credibility, specialized education message.
It is becoming increasingly obvious that colleges must provide
specialised vocational education for their students in place of
the traditional general education. A specialized education is a
service both to the students and to the society to xjliich they will
eventually contribute.
For several decades, the proportion of all college students
enrolled in specialized training has mounted steadily. In 1901, of
all college degrees awarded, only 4.1 % of the total were for education
in some specialized curriculum. In 1951-53, the corresponding figure
had risen to 46.il- - or almost halk the total college degrees awarded.
Obviously, students of today want specialized vocational or professional
training,
Morover, in I96O, there wore 2200 occupational categories re-
quiring highly trained manpower; this number is increasing every
year. As valuable as the general arts and humanities education may
be, it cannot provide the specialized training requirer by those
employed in these new vocations.
There is increasing concern among citizens and parents about
the rising cost of higher education in money and time. Medical edu-
cation is the extreme example of the steady lengthening of the course
of formal study and the consequent increase of the financial burden
of specialized training. As late as 1900, a young student could en-
ter medical school with no more than a secondary school background
and complete the medical course in two acedemic years. Now the average
for premodical and medical education is eight years, to which are added
varyin:; but usually long periods of intership and residency.
In some schools of education, nursing, pharmacy and commerce,
and in other professional fields also, formal education has been ex-
tended to five or six years. Serious social problems are involved
in the steady extontion of pre-omployment education. There are cur-
tailments of earning capacity, maladjustments in personal and family
life, and often unrecognized selection of individuals whose oarents
are in the social and economic groups that can afford the necessary
financial investment in such education. Some vay must be found to
reduce the time and expense involved in obtaining specialized training
The most logical is to eliminate non-essential covirsos which are not
directly a part of the vocational or professional education.
Finally, it is often stated that arts and humanities courses
are necossaiy for the development of the "total" person and thus
must be included in any sound curriculum. However, the steadily
expanding extention and adult education branches of institutions of
higher learning can provide this training to the individual who de-
sires it after he has completed his specialized training and is pro-
ductively employed.
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Section III
Now that you have read a message on the issue of specialized
vs. general education we would like to find out your thoughts on the
issue. The thoughts listed may either originate from the message
you just read or from your own mind. Please list as many as you can.
The contents of the thoughts listed may be: a) information favorable
to one or either vic^TOoint; b) personal values of yours that are
favorable to one or the other viex^oint; c) features of either view-
point that you perceive as good; d) features of either vievrnoint
that you rercoive as bad or harmful; e) any other thoughts you feel
to be pertinent.
In writing do^-m those thoughts, please separate your thoughts
into individual ideas to be witten doim serarately. An "individual
idea" is one that, to the best of 3^our judgment, exoresses only a
single fact, value, good or bad feature, or thought.
i
Now that you are finished with writing your thoughts down, g
back and judge them on the scale below. Put a number beside each
thought,
1) very favorable to specialized education
2) moderately favorable to specialized education
3) slightly favorable to specialized education
^) slightly favorable to general education
5) moderately favorable to general education
6) very favorable to general education
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Section IV
The statements below are related to the topic of specialized
versus general undergraduate education. Your task for these state-
ments KTill be to evaluate each, to the best of your ability, in terms
of its objective merijbs. Try to judge each statement on the valid-
iiTvalid continuum on the six point scale. A valid statement is one
that should be taken into account in forming an intelligent orinion
on this toric, uhile an invalid statement is one that need not be
given detailed consideration. Also, indicate the stand taken by each
statement on the ST^eciali zed-general education issue on the six-r^oint
scale.
In the modern professional world, one cannot hor^e to succeed
financially Td.thout first becoming sT^ecialized in one's interests
and skills.
Supports: Specialized :
: :
:
: :
: general
Statement is: Valid :
: : : : :
: invalid
A general college education equips the graduate with a strong
foundation upon which to build a variety of careers.
Supports: Specialized : : : : : : : general
Statement is: Valid :
: : : : :
: invalid
To make any significant achievement in a field, ^one must first
attain a level of knov:ledge comparable to that gained in a specialized
education.
Suorjorts: Sr^ecialized : : : : : : : general
Statement is: Valid ::;:::: invalid
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One cannot hope to bo an oducated. informed person unless he
is Koll versed in many fields.
Supports: specialized
:
: ; . . .
. general
Statement is: valid :
: : :
:
• . invalid
Specialization during college years gives the student direction
and purpose v?hich increases his motivation to succeed.
Supports: specialized
:
: : : : :
. general
Statement is: valid :
: : : ; ; invalid
The student who has the opportunity to attend a variety of
courses in college is in a better nosition to decide which area is
best suited to his needs and abilities.
Supports: specialized
: : : : : :
: general
Statement is: valid : : : : : : : invalid
One must learn broadly about the world before one can hope to
adjust satisfactorily to it.
Supports : stNecialized : ; : : : : : general
Statement i s : valid : : : : : : : invalid
A person should have a firm career choice veil before he graduates
from college.
Supports: specialized : : : : : : : general
Statement i s : valid : : : : : : : invalid
Early specialization enables one to begin devoting himself to
a particular area rather than loosing valuable time on subjects which
will eventually be useless,
Suppoers: specialized : : : : : : : general
Statoment is: valid : : : : : : : invalid
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Soction V
We are interested in yoir reactions to the message you read.
Please ans^ver the following questions by checking one of the positions
along the scales below,
1) VJliat was the stand of the communication on the issue of specialized
vs. general education.
very favorable to
: : , , ^ ^^^^ favorable to
specialized education Ceneral education
2) In (3eneral, how valid did you think the arguments used in the
message were?
very valid : : : : : : . very invalid
3) So far as you can remeber how many good
,
mediocre
,
poor
arguments were presented in the message? Insert numbers in the spaces.
^) How objective did you think the recommendations of the author
of tho message were?
very objective
:
: : : : :
: subjective; partial to
impartial to his his r)orsonal interests
personal interests
5) How disinterested was tho author of the message in advocating
tho viewpoint presented in the message?
complotoly disinterested
: : : : : :
: he was serving his
personal interests
6) How seriously should tho recommendations of tho message be taken?
very seriously : : : : : : : they are not worth much
attention
7) Pleaso rate the author of the c™,u„icatio„ in the scales below.
Reputable
Honest
Worthwhile
Educated
Wise
disreputable
dishonest
worthless
ignorant
foolish
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Section VT
Now that you have given the issue considerable attention please
answer the follovdng questions, indicating your stand on the issue.
1. Without specialization starting early in college education it
will be impossible to train the average student to fit into the highly
specialized positions of the future American econoiT.y.
/ f / f I—J I / / I I f
I strongly Agree Slightly Slightly Disagree Strongly
^S^®® agree disagree disagree
2. V/ithout a general education in his college years, the average
citizen is neither a contributor to nor a beneficiary of the rich
cultural opportunities of modern society,
/ f I / / / / / / / / J
I strongly Agree Slightly Slightly Disagree Strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
3. A specialized college education is to be preferred to a general one
/ I I J I I I / / I I I
I strongly Agree Slightly Slightly Disagree Strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
4. The proper course of higher education should be four years of
universal general education follcued by specialization or professional
school.
/ I I / / / / ! 1 / / J
I strongly Agree Slightly Slightly Disagree Strongly
agree agree disagree disagree
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Section II*
The following- communication was loreoared by Fr. Monts^ ornery as
part of a request for a grant of money to start a college based on
the educational princir.los espoused in the rcr-.ort. Mr. ^^ont-anory
is a high school principal xdth five years of high school teaching
experience. He has said that he has always wanted to start a college
based on the princirles he believes to be right. Please read the
report carefully paying attention to main
-oints. Read it once
,
jjo not take notes. You will be asked for your reactions to the report
later on. After the written part of the experiment is over, you vdll
be asked to participate in a debate on the specialized vs_. general
education issue with another student taking part in the experiment.
Each student will defend the point of view he is assigned to. You
will be defending specialised education. The ooint of view you are
assigned to defend may or may not be your own point of view. Do your
best in defending it. The student you are going to be debating with
will be told that you, like himself, were arbitrarily assigned to
the point of view you xd.ll bo defending, rather having a choice in
the matter. The reason for having you take part in a debate is to
see hox\^ the point of view will be perceived by yoirr debating partner.
Stop, wait for signal to go on to next cage.
* Introduction to the message for role-playing, low credibility ,
special message condition.
6^^
Section II*
Tho follouing communication was prepared by Dr. Montgomery,
a highly rerouted educator from the University of Chicago, as a result
of his investigation of the specialised vs. general education issue.
It was submitted to the national committee on education. The re-
commendations in this reDort are based on three years of field research
on various university campuses with varying systems. Please read
the report carefully paying attention to main points. Read it once^
Do not take notes. You will be asked for your reactions to tho report
later on. After the XxTitten part of tho experiment is over, you will
be asked to participate in a debate on the specialized vs. general
education issue with another student taking part in the experiment.
Each student will defend tho point of view he is assigned to. You
Td.ll be defending general education
. The point of view you are
assigned to defend may or may not be your own point of view. Do your
best in defending it. The student you are going to be debating with
will be told that you, like himself, were arbitrarily assigned to
the point of view you will be defending, rather than having a choice
in tho matter. The reason for having you take part in a debate is
to see liow the point of view ivill be received by your debating partner.
Stop, wiat for signal to go on to next 'oage.
* Introduction to the message for role-playing, high credibility,
general message condition.
Section II*
The following co..unication was prepared by Mr. Montgomery as
a part of a request for a grant of money to start a college based
on the educational principles espoused in the report. Mr. Montgomery
is a high school principal with five years of high school teaching
experience. He has said that he has always wanted to start a college
based on the principles he believes to be right. Please read the
report carefully paying attention to main points. Read it once.
DonotUkej^. You will be asked for your reactions to the report
later on. After the written part of the ext^eriment is over, you Ml
be asked to participate in a debate on the- sr^ecialized vs. general
education issue with another student taking part in the experiment.
Each student will defend the point of view he is assigned to. You
vdll be defending general education . The point of view you are
assigned to defend my or may not be your own point of view. Do your
best in defending it. The student you are going to be debating with
will bo told that you, like himself, were arbitrarily assigned to
the point of view you are defending rather than having a choice in
the matter. The reason for having you take part in a debate is to
see how the point of view Tvdll be perceived by your debating partner
Stop, wait for signal to go on to the next page.
* Introduction to the message for role-playing, low credibility,
general message condition.
Section II*
The follo;d.ng coninnmication was prepared by Jr. Montgomery,
a highly reputed educator from the University of Chicago, as a result
of his investigations of soeciali^od vs. general education issue.
It was submitted to the national com,nittee on education. The recom-
nondations inade in this renort arc based on throe years of field re-
search on various university campuses with varying systems. Please
read the report carefully paying attention to main points. Read it
2]3ce. Do not take notes. You will be asked to comunicato the con-
tents of the report to another student. It need not be a verbatim
report but try to make it as clear as possible. The student to whom
you will be communicating will be told that you were assigned to com-
municate the contents of a report to him or her. The purpose of ha-v-
• ing you communicate the contents of the message is to see the dif-
ferences in students' reactions to the message when the issue is pre-
sented by a live follo;^ student as opposed to vTritten material.
Stop, wait for signal to go on to the next page.
* Introduction to the message for communicating, high credibility
general and specialized education message conditions.
(^7
Section 11^
The following conimunication was prepared by Yx. Montgomery as
part of a request for grant of money to start a college based on the
educational principles espoused in the report. Mr. Montgomery is
a high school principal v/ith five years of high school teaching
experience. He has said that he always wanted to start a college
based on the principles he believes to be right. Please read the
reT)ort carefully paying attention to main points. Read it once.
Do not take notes
. You will be asked for your reactions to the re-
port later on. After the written part of the experiment is over you
will also be asked to communicate the contents of the report to
another student. It need not be a verbatim report but try to make
it as clear as possible. The student to whom you Td.ll be communicating
id.ll be told that you were assigned to coimnunicate the contents of
the message to him or her. The purpose of having you communicate
the contents of the message is to see the differences in students'
reactions to the message vxhen the issue is ^resented by a live fellow
student as opposed to written material.
Stop, wait for signal to go on to the next page.
* Introduction to the message for communicating, low credibility special
and general message conditions.
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Section II*
The follcAing cc^imunication was prepared by Dr, Kontgcmery,
a highly reputed educator from the University of Chicago, as a report
of his investigations of the specialized vs. general education issue.
It "was submitted to national coirmiittoe on education. The recoimnen-
dations made in this report are based on throe years of field research
on various university campuses with varying systems. Please read
the report carefully paying attention to the main points. Read it
onco
. Do not take notes . You will be asked for reactions to the
report later on.
Stop, wait for signal to go on to the next page.
* Introduction to the message for passive reception, high credibility
special and general education message conditions.
r>Gction II*
The follovang coinmunication was prepared by Mr. Montgomery as
part of a request for a grant of money to start a college based on
the educational princit)les espoused in tho report. M^. Montgomery
is a high school principle with five years of high school teaching
experience. He has said that he has always wanted to start a college
based on the principles he believes to be right. Please read the
report carefully paying attention to main points. Read it once
.
Do not take notes
. You will be asked for your reactions to the
report later on.
Stop, wait for signal to go on to the next page.
* Introduction to tho message for passive reception, low credibility,
special and general education message conditions.
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General Education Message
One argument offered in favor of retention of general education
is that it is considered essential for the student who is undecided
as to a future career or profession. A samoling of various courses
helps the student in mking his decision. Being able to samnle various
areas before settling on a major area saves the student from making
hasty decisions based on introductory courses wliich in many cases
are misleading in terms of the kinds of topics emphasized in the felds.
It is found that in the case of students x-rho have made their
decision about a career prior to enrolling in college a general edu-
cation enables the student to see his chosen field in relation to
other fields and venture creative solutions to problems in the student'
chosen field. It has been discovered that students wlio take courses
outside their area come ud with original ideas in their field of
specialization more often than students who take courses exclusively
intheir area of specialization.
Another point raised in favor of general education is that it
is necessary for the development of the "total person" - vriLthout a
sampling of, and exposure to, numerous disciplines, the individual
cannot adequately understand and communicate with people from other
walks of life. Although it has been pointed out that this extra
knowledge can be acquired outside the classroom, statistics show that
the oroportion of who actually do educate themselves in their weak
areas is very lo;; compared to those who express a wish to do so but
admit that they never get around to doing it.
An increased emphasis on specialised education might lead to
the problem of scientific discoveries being made without consideration
of how they night effect the way of life or even the existence of
the general public. Thus, science, instead of being the servant of
humanity might end uv leading humanity to an unkho;m and uncontrol-
lable end.
It has been shown that people with liberal education are less
dogmatic, i.e. loss prejuduced, more humanitarian and more understanding.
^;ith our society in its present state of turmoil and crisis we need
men and women to construct a society whore understanding and open
minds will bridge the gap between conflicting elements,
A national survey of educational institutions shw^r that the
majority of college students plan to teach at one time or another
in the future. Since teaching involves interaction with people caning
from different backgrounds and holding different philosophies of life
a person ijith flexibility and sensibility is better able to meet di-
verse needs in the classroom than a person who has only been trained
in the subject matter he teached.
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APPENDIX B
UNPREDICTED AND UNINTERPRETED FINDINGS
Significant triple interactions of response set x oro-counter-
attitudinal message x message contents were found on measures 1) per-
ception of TDOsition supported by message, 2) validity of special
statements, 3) validity of general statements. These interactions
(reported in Table 20) were not predicted and did not seem to fit
with the reasoning behind the study. There was also a significant
pro-counterattitudinal message x message contents interaction on
one of several highly correlated measures and like the above triple
interactions did not have any theoretical bearing.
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TABLE 21
Weighted Message Validity
Special Message General Message
Proattitudinal
Message 11.82 13.82
CoDnterattitudinal
Message 10.72 9.86

